Preservation on High: Investigation & Documentation of Monumental Historic Structures

Presented by Kent Diebolt – Founding partner of Vertical Access LLC (www.vertical-access.com)

This presentation examines components of a successful early discovery phase on monumental historic buildings including organized collection of building information and accurate documentation of existing conditions. Learn how available technological tools such as tablet computers, cameras, software packages, and conditions libraries help to improve the collection and management of graphical and numerical information derived from building surveys.

4pm – 6pm
Thursday, June 11, 2015
Commons, 107 West Denny Way, Suite 303
Seattle, WA 98119 (map)

$10 suggested membership donation. Refreshments will be provided. RSVP requested.

To RSVP or for additional information contact Brian Rich at 206-909-9866; brian@richaven.com or Rhoda Lawrence at 206-447-4749; rlawrence@bolarch.com
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